English Translation

ROOM WITH A VIEW
In the heart of the Big Apple stands The Mark Hotel, which offers a combination of style,
comfort, cuisine, technology and personal service.
Location
The Mark is known to be the best address on the Upper East Side. Sophisticated, chic,
stylish and comfortable, The Mark is near Central Park, world renowned museums,
galleries and Madison Avenue with its high-class restaurants and shops. Since first
opening its doors it has been known to be the hot spot for celebrities and the welltraveled.
Highlights & Design
Known to be New York’s premiere landmark hotel, The Mark has undergone a complete
transformation. The new design is a combination of modern aspects and renovated
tradition. Designer Jacques Grange managed to give the timeless masterpiece its
glamour back. All of the 50 luxurious suites and 100 rooms offer a peaceful hideaway
from New York’s hectic lifestyle. “Condé Nast Traveller” awarded The Mark with a rank
on the famous “Gold List”. Penthouse apartments with astonishing views are for sale for
private use.
Culinary
Star chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten enjoys spoiling his guests with his unique style,
which he calls “Vibrant Cuisine”, and menus in an elegant and relaxing atmosphere. He is
famous for combining French and Asian styles in his kitchen. The Mark Bar is a
glamorous hot spot of the Upper East Side. Guests can enjoy exotic cocktails in a private
atmosphere.
Beauty and Fitness
Celebrity hairstylist Frederic Fekkai makes sure that the guests enjoy a perfect styling
and beauty program. The Punch Fitness Center on the second floor is available 24 hours
daily. The guests have the opportunity to book a boxing session with professional boxer
Adelino Da Costa.
Facts
Madison Avenue at 77th Street, New York, NY 10075
Hotel reservations: +1 212 744-4300
Director of Ownership Sales: Elida Jacobsen Justo
+1 212 772-1600
elida@themarkhotel.com

